
Hello Mr , I think we have met 
before 

@UmaTalreja  
Chief Digital Officer 



Personalisation is personal , only when I feel it , 
and experience it 

 
 

Personalisation done right, doesn’t look like marketing  

1) My pillow preference in a hotel room 
2) My size guaranteed in an apparel store 
3) My favourite flavours of noodles are bundled for me  
 



Unique vs Relevant 

Personalisation is not a unique solution, it’s a relevant solution , and 
when done right it MAKES ME FEEL UNIQUE 

 

 
1) Womens products in a hotel room when a woman guest checks in 
2) My birthday is known to my service provider , and I get a birthday 

privilege 
3) I bought a limited edition watch , so am treated as a person with fine taste 

and invited to special launches 
 



What is the Aha moment  

Start by knowing the customer pain and delight points 

 

 
1) It takes long to check in  Room check in option 

Unique : No 
Relevant: Yes 
Personal : Yes 
Impact: High  
Emotive Pay off: High 
ROI : Measure over CLTV 

1) I bought a shirt I got a 
recommendation for 
a complementary 
trouser 

Unique : No 
Relevant: ? 
Personal : ? 
Impact: ? 
Emotive Pay off: ? 
ROI : It’s a cross sell, not 
personalisation 



What is the Aha moment  

Personalisation is not a Mere Recommendation, its actually a CX 
opportunity 

 

 

3) Airline delayed my 
baggage 

Store opens earlier so that  
customer has clothes 
handy for a meeting 

Unique : Yes 
Relevant: Yes 
Personal : Yes 
Impact: High  
Emotive Pay off: 
Extremely High 
ROI : Measure word 
of mouth and virality 

4) Website delays Diwali 
outfit gift to father, Rant on 
twitter 

Fulfilment team 
locates a similar 
option in nearest 
store, delivers it 
overnight  
Realtime response 

Unique : Yes 
Relevant: Yes 
Personal : Yes 
Impact: High 
Emotive Pay off: High 
ROI : High Csat, brand 
protection 



What is the Aha moment  
You have something to offer, It Might be What I want , Understand the 

context first and convert it to an opportunity 

 

 
3) Landed in Delhi , pollution 
risk everywhere 

Concierge pop up , I can 
book you a Meeting room 
at the hotel, Sir I don’t 
advise you face the smog 

Unique : Yes 
Relevant: Yes 
Personal : Yes 
Impact: High  
Emotive Pay off: 
Extremely High 
ROI : Is this even a 
cost ? 

4) It’s cold and getting colder, 
am checking the weather 

Try our new 
sweaters, we are 
offering express 
delivery and return if 
you don’t like it 

Unique : Yes 
Relevant: Yes 
Personal : Yes 
Impact: “sweet idea , let me 
try it” 
Emotive Pay off:  Cool Brand 
ROI : Measurable on 
awareness, sales, 
conversions etc etc etc 



Personalisation is complex  

Customer 
Profile 

Segment 

Campaign 

Direct 
Marketing 

Geography 

Time 

Campaign 

Hyperlocalisation 
Realtime 

Search/ 
Browsing 

Cookie Id 

Campaign 

Contextual 
Marketing 

History 

Preferences 

Campaign 

Personal 
recommendation 

THE COMPLEX WEB OF PERSONALISATION 



Making it happen 

DATA , INSIGHT, 
 ANALYTICS 

PROPOSITION,  
CONTENT, 
 PEOPLE  



Getting lost in data 
 

All data is good, all data is useful , but not all data has relevance to 
personalisation 

Be data savvy , be customer sensitive 

VS DATA DRIVEN 

My Pillow Preference 
My arrival time 
My Meal Preference 
My allergies 
My fit 
My Size 
My measurements  
My Coffee Blend 
My channel preference 
My genre of movie 

Aggressive Pop Ups 
 
Haunting remarketing 
 
Creepy Interference 
 
Correlation confused 
with Causation  
leading to 
inaccurate/irrelevant 
attributes being used 
 
 
  

Keep showing browsed product  
 
Keep showing browsed hotel 
 
Confuse gift with usage 
 
Assume relationships  
 
Wrong attribute used to make profile 
 
Lookalike modelling goes wrong 



Getting lost in data 
 

All data is good, all data is useful , but not all data has relevance to 
personalisation 

Be data savvy , be customer sensitive 

VS DATA DRIVEN 

Forbes reported  on a case where a father learned his teen daughter was 

pregnant when Target started sending her diaper coupons.  Target used 

data on everyday purchases like unscented lotions that were strong 

predictors of pregnancy.  The mistake was failing to recognize that the 

conclusion (predicting something as personal as pregnancy) required 

sensitive handling even if the data used (lotion purchases) did not.  With 

privacy expectations varying significantly between segments, this will likely 

be the area where the next funny or painful story emerges. 

RESPECT PRIVACY , CHECK TARGETING 
PERSONALISATION CAN GET CREEPY AND INTRUSIVE  



DON’T EVER SPAM 
Brands are spamming for acquisition like never before  

 

When times are tough, the tough get going after customers  

Join Swiggy as a 
delivery executive in 
your area 
 
Sent to customer 
database? 
 

OPT OUT FOR CUSTOMERS EASY 
NON CONTACTABLE CUSTOMERS ARE LOST CUSTOMERS IN YOUR MEASUREMENT 

Last Day for Full body 
check up at Rs 1000 
 
Sent daily for 5 
consecutive days . 
When is last day? 
 

100 rewards points credited 
to your account for one week 
only 
 
The cab fare is 700 Rs, Offer is 
100 Rs, my avg bill value is  
12000 rs 
I don’t think am coming , I 
don’t think you know me 
 



Getting it Wrong 

Don’t be afraid to try, personalisation can be hit and 
miss  

Identify what good looks like to customers 

Set up test 
and  
learn 
experiments 

Use it to 
create your 
scope and 
requirements 

Plan for a 
growing scale  
and size a 
little ahead  

Automate Empower staff  Focus equally on 
the content 


